Engineering Projects (India) Limited
Bihar Police Academy, Rajgir, Nalanda

Corrigendum - 1

EPI/ERsite/685/PRWC/036 Dated 02/01/2016

Subject: Extension of Time- Tender for Providing Labour for the laying of machine mixed/pumped concrete including spreading, vibrating, compacting, leveling & finishing all complete for the project “Construction of Bihar Police Academy, Rajgir, Nalanda, Bihar”

Ref: NIT No. - EPI/ERsite/685/PRWC/036 dated 16/12/2015

In the above referred NIT the tenderer may kindly note the following revised time schedule:

i. Last Date and time of submission of the Tender: 08.01.2016 by 3.00 pm.
ii. Date and time of opening of the Tender: 08.01.2016 by 4.30 pm.

Other Terms and Conditions will remain unchanged.

(V.K.Singh)
DGM